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It is a conventional wisdom that a left-hand microwave cannot efficiently excite the spin wave (SW) in fer-
romagnets, due to the constraint of angular momentum conservation. In this work, we show that the left-hand
microwave can drive nonreciprocal SWs in the presence of a strong ellipticity-mismatch between the microwave
and precessing magnetization. A compensation frequency is predicted, at which the left-hand microwave cannot
excite SWs. Away from it the SW amplitude sensitively depends on the ellipticity of left-hand microwaves, in
sharp contrast to the case driven by right-hand ones. By tuning the microwave frequency, we observe a switch-
able SW non-reciprocity in a ferromagnetic single layer. A mode-dependent mutual demagnetizing factor is
proposed to explain this finding. Our work advances the understanding of the photon-magnon conversion, and
paves the way to designing diode-like functionalities in nano-scaled magnonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnonics is an emerging field aiming for the future
low-loss wave-based computation [1–7]. Among the splen-
did magnonic functionalities, chirality and non-reciprocity
serve as the basic building blocks [8–12] for the integrated
magnonic circuits since the spin precession is innately chiral
[13–15]. The non-reciprocity can root in the magneto-dipolar
interaction via, for example, the well known Damon-Eshbach
(DE) geometry [16–19], bilayer magnet and inhomogeneous
thin film [20–27], and magnetic heterostructure in the pres-
ence of magneto-elastic or magneto-optic coupling [28–31].
However, with the isotropic exchange interaction dominat-
ing in the microscale region [32–34], the dipolar effects, fol-
lowed by the induced non-reciprocity, are vanishingly small
[35]. The non-reciprocity can also emerge in the chiral edge
states of elaborately devised topological magnetic materials or
spin-texture arrays, which are robust to defects and disorders
[36–41]. But it requires specific lattice designs and compli-
cated couplings between atoms or elements, and the confined
magnon (the quantum of spin wave) channels at the edges re-
duce the usage of the magnetic systems. Another origin for the
non-reciprocity comes from the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action (DMI) [42]. Yet, the effect is negligibly weak in ferro-
magnetic insulators, like yttrium iron garnet (YIG, Y3Fe5O12)
[43]. Additional heavy metal structures can introduce a siz-
able DMI [44–46], but inevitably bring remarkably increased
damping and Joule heating [47].

To realize an efficient excitation of the non-reciprocal short-
wavelength dipolar-exchange or even pure exchange spin
waves (SWs) in ferromagnetic insulators for miniaturizing
magnonic devices, several promising methods have been sug-
gested [48–54]. Conventionally, the coherent SW excitation
harnesses the microwave antennas with the exciting field lin-
early polarized and uniform across the film thickness. Since
the in-plane component of microwave fields dominantly con-
tributes to the excitations, it is solely accounted in the anal-
ysis [55–58]. By contrast, the dynamic fields generated by
micro-magnetic structures are not only highly localized at in-
terfaces favoring the short-wavelength SWs excitation [59–

61], but also polarized with complex chiralities. Yu et al. have
reported an analysis for the chiral pumping (excitation) of ex-
change magnons in YIG into (from) the proximate magnetic
wires via directional dipolar interactions [62, 63]. A selection
rule is adopted that circular magnons and photons with the
same (opposite) chiralities are allowed (forbidden) to interact
[30]. One critical issue noteworthily rises how the microwave
fields with contrary chirality excite the propagating SWs.

In this work, we theoretically investigate the propagating
SWs in ferromagnetic films excited by microwave fields with
generic chiralities. We find that the left-hand microwave can
drive SWs because of the ellipticity mismatch between mi-
crowave and dynamic magnetization, which extrapolates the
aforementioned selection rule for the magnon-photon conver-
sion. Since the contributions of the in-plane and out-of-plane
components of left- (right-) hand microwave fields are de-
structive (constructive) superposed, we introduce an analog
to the common and differential signals in the differential am-
plifier. Surprisingly, we find a compensation frequency where
no SWs can be excited by left-hand microwaves with certain
ellipticity. We propose a proof-of-concept strategy for gen-
erating non-reciprocal SWs via applying the left-hand local
microwave unevenly across the film thickness. A directional
mutual demagnetizing factor is suggested to understand the
emerging switchable SW chirality that depends on the mi-
crowave frequency. This proposal makes full use of the mag-
netic structures without breaking the symmetry of the disper-
sion relations and increasing the damping, which is superior
to other methods. Our work lays a foundation of employing
the chiral excitation for magnonic diodes in nano scales.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the
characteristics of the chiral excitation of SWs via a combina-
tion of theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. The
strategy for nonreciprocal SWs excitations is proposed and
demonstrated in Sec. III. Discussions and conclusions are
drawn in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the chiral excitation of SWs. The chiral mi-
crowave field hrf is locally applied in the patched green region. The
SWs are propagating along x direction indicated by the hollow ar-
rows.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF SPIN WAVES DRIVEN BY
CHIRAL EXCITATIONS

A. MODELLING AND DISPERSION RELATION

We consider a ferromagnetic layer YIG with thickness d
extended in the x − z plane and magnetized along z direction
by the bias magnetic field H0 = H0z (see Fig. 1). The mi-
crowave field hrf for the SWs excitation is centered at x = 0
and located in the region with width w. The characteristics
of SWs propagating along x direction, i.e., the DE geometry
[16], are investigated. In the calculations, we set d = 40 nm,
H0 = 52 mT, and w = 10 nm if not stated otherwise. The
narrow excitation width ensures hrf comprises multiple wave
vector in a wide range within 2π/w [54, 64]. Micromagnetic
simulations are performed using MuMax3 [65] to verify the
derived theories. The systems are meshed by cells with di-
mensions equal to 2× 2× 100 nm3. Periodic boundary condi-
tions (PBC × 200) in the z direction are applied, which means
that the film is practically infinite in the z direction. Absorbing
boundary conditions are applied by adding the attenuating ar-
eas (not shown in the figure) where the α gradually increases
to 0.25 to avoid the reflection at the two ends of simulated
systems.

The magnetization dynamics is governed by Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation

∂M
∂t

= −γµ0M ×Heff +
α

Ms
M ×

∂M
∂t

, (1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, µ0 is the vacuum perme-
ability, α � 1 is the dimensionless Gilbert damping con-
stant, Ms is the saturated magnetization, M = m + Msz is
the magnetization with m = mxx + myy the dynamic compo-
nent, and Heff = H0 + hrf + hex + hd with hrf = hxx + hyy
the microwave field, hex = (2Aex/µ0M2

s )∇2m the exchange
field where Aex is the exchange constant, and hd being the
dipolar field satisfying the magneto-static Maxwell’s equa-
tions ∇ · (hd + m) = 0 and ∇ × hd = 0. The magnetic pa-
rameters of YIG are Ms = 1.48 × 105 A/m, Aex = 3.1 × 10−12

J/m, and α = 5 × 10−4 [64]. The free boundary conditions

at the top and bottom surfaces require ∂mx(y)/∂y
∣∣∣∣∣
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FIG. 2: (a) SW dispersion relation of the film obtained from mi-
cromagnetic simulations. The dashed line represents the theoretical
result by Eq. (4). Inset: profiles of SWs with various wavevectors
across the thickness at 4 GHz. (b) Frequency dependence of the dy-
namic magnetization ellipticity (|εm|). The solid curve is from Eq.
(9). Circles are micromagnetic simulations. The dashed line indi-
cates |εm| = 1. Inset: Spatial distribution of normalized dynamic
magnetization [mx(y)/Ms] at 4 GHz at an arbitrary time slot. The blue
(red) curves represent the x (y) component.

[66]. Thus, only the first unpinned mode exists in the low fre-
quency band due to the ultra thin thickness [34, 67], whose
profile of dynamic magnetization is uniform across the thick-
ness as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b). We assume a plane-
wave form m = m0e j(ωt−kx x) with m0 = mx0x + my0y and
mx(y) = mx0(y0)e j(ωt−kx x). Substituting these terms into Eq. (1)
and adopting the linear approximation [68], we obtain

jωmx + ( jαω + ωy)my = ωMhy, (2a)
−( jαω + ωx)mx + jωmy = −ωMhx, (2b)

where ωx = nxωM + ωH + ωex and ωy = nyωM + ωH + ωex,
with ωM = γµ0Ms, ωH = γµ0H0, and ωex = (2γA/Ms)k2

x. The
demagnetizing factors nx and ny of hd = −nxmxx − nymyy are
given by (see Appendix 1 for detailed derivation)

nx = 1 − ny = 1 −
1 − e−|kx |d

|kx|d
. (3)

The non-zero mx and my in Eqs. (2) requires the determi-
nant of the coefficient matrix equal to zero, which gives the
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dispersion relation

ω =
√
ωxωy. (4)

To verify the theoretical dispersion relation, we perform the
simulation using YIG film with 50 µm long and the excitation
with w = 10 nm for a broad wave vector range. The excita-
tion is applied using a “sinc” function hrf(t) = h0 sin[ω f (t −
t0)]/[ω f (t− t0)]x with the cut-off frequency ω f /2π = 50 GHz,
t0 = 0.5 ns, and h0 = 1 mT. The total simulation time is
200 ns, and the results record the dynamic normalized mag-
netization (my/Ms) evolution as a function of time and po-
sition along x direction. The dispersion relations were ob-
tained through the two-dimensional FFT (2D-FFT) operation
on my/Ms [69]. Figure 2(a) presents a good agreement be-
tween the theory and the full micromagnetic simulations. The
SW dispersion relation obtained from simulation shows only
one band exists in the low frequency range from 3 to 8 GHz,
whose profile across the thickness is uniform. Factors nx and
ny in Eq. (3) are uniquely describing the SW mode with uni-
form transverse profile [inset of Fig. 2(a)], quite different with
those of other SW modes with much higher frequencies [68].

B. ELLIPTICITY

Solving Eqs. (2), we obtain

mx = χy(kx, ω)hx + jκ(kx, ω)hy, (5a)
my = − jκ(kx, ω)hx + χx(kx, ω)hy, (5b)

where

χx(kx, ω) = −
(ωx + jαω)ωM

ω2 − (ωx + jαω)(ωy + jαω)
, (6a)

χy(kx, ω) = −
(ωy + jαω)ωM

ω2 − (ωx + jαω)(ωy + jαω)
, (6b)

κ(kx, ω) = −
ωωM

ω2 − (ωx + jαω)(ωy + jαω)
. (6c)

The coefficients χx(kx, ω), χy(kx, ω) and κ(kx, ω) possess the
same denominator, whose absolute value takes the minimum
when the dispersion relation Eq. (4) is satisfied. It means
that even though the microwave field comprises multiple wave
vector components within 2π/w [54, 64], only the SWs with
kx and ω satisfying Eq. (4) can be efficiently excited. Substi-
tuting Eq. (4) into Eqs. (6) and neglecting the higher-order
terms, the magnetic parameters reduce to

mx = χyhx + jκhy, (7a)
my = − jκhx + χxhy, (7b)

with

χx = −
jωxωM

α(ωx + ωy)√ωxωy
, (8a)

χy = −
jωyωM

α(ωx + ωy)√ωxωy
, (8b)

κ = −
jωM

α(ωx + ωy)
. (8c)

We obtain the ratio between the x and y components of the
dynamic magnetization as

εm =
mx

my
= j

√
ωy

ωx
= j

√
nyωM + ωH + ωex

nxωM + ωH + ωex
. (9)

Equation (9) delivers following features of spin preces-
sions: (i) the imaginary unit j in εm implies spin precessions in
ferromagnetic films are always right-hand polarized, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 2(b) where my drops behind mx for 1/4
wavelength regardless of their propagating directions. (ii) The
εm is irrelevant to the amplitudes or phases of hx and hy. In
the exchange limit of kx → ∞, εm → j indicates the SWs are
perfectly right-circularly polarized [70]. Meanwhile, in the
dipolar-exchange region where the dipolar effect is compara-
ble to exchange interaction, εm varies with factors nx and ny,
which rely on (ω, kx), as shown in Fig. 2(b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

y
xz

FIG. 3: SW amplitudes (|m|) normalized by the maximal value ex-
cited by (a) the right- and (b) left-hand chiral microwave fields with
the same power density but different ellipticities ranging from 0.9 to
1.1. Solid curves are calculated based on Eqs. (7). Insets in (a) and
(b) depict the schematics of constructive and destructive superposi-
tion of the contributions of hx and hy, in analog to the common and
different signals in differential amplifiers, respectively. Symbols are
from micromagnetic simulations. Illustrations of the left-hand chiral
photon-magnon conversion (c) below, (d) at and (e) above ωc , re-
spectively. The blue wavy arrays and circles represent the microwave
fields with thickness indicating the intensity, where the blue arrowed
circles represent the chirality. The blue glowing backgrounds indi-
cate the converted microwave energy. The dots and circles represent
the spins and their precession cones, respectively.
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C. INTENSITY SPECTRA

Below, we investigate SW amplitudes |m| =
√

m2
x + m2

y de-
pendence on the microwave field chiralities. Specifically, we
inspect the typical cases that εh = hx/hy is purely imaginary
where hx = j|εh|hy and hx = − j|εh|hy represent respectively
the right- and left-handed polarization with |εh| being their el-
lipticity. In micromagnetic simulations, the excitation is ap-
plied using the function hrf(t) = hx0 sin(ωt)x + hy0 sin(ωt ±
π/2)y, with “+” (“−”) for the left (right) hand polarization.

We fix h0 =
√

h2
x0 + h2

y0 = 0.1 mT to ensure the same RF
power density with different ellipticities. The results record
the dynamic normalized magnetization (mx/Ms and my/Ms)
evolution as a function of time and space. The amplitude spec-
tra of the SWs excited by the right- and left-hand polarized
microwaves with |εh| ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 are plotted in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.

The chiral excitation of SWs possesses the following fea-
tures. Firstly, the complex parameters χx, χy and κ expressed
by Eqs. (8) take the same phase factor. Therefore, Eqs. (7)
manifest that the contribution of hy to m is delayed by the
phase of π/2 compared to that of hx. Consequently, they are
superposed destructively (constructively) in the case of left-
(right-) hand excitation. Simulation results confirm this point
that the left-hand excited SW intensities are weaker than its
right-hand counterpart. We thus introduce an analog to the
differential amplifier in electronic systems, in which the dual
inputs are separately amplified, subtracted (added) and out-
put as different (common) mode signals [71], as illustrated by
the insets in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The dual inputs, amplifying
factors and outputs are in comparison with hrf , the complex
parameters (χx, χy or κ) and m, respectively. And εh reflects
the ratio between the dual inputs. Then we obtainmx

my

 =

 jhy(κ ± |εh|χy)
hy(χx ± |εh|κ)

 , (10)

with “+” and “−” for the results of left- and right-handed ex-
citations respectively, which certify the validation of the dif-
ferential amplifier model.

Secondly, using the differential amplifier model, it can be
explained that the left-hand excited SW spectra are much
more sensitive to the variation of εh than the right-hand ex-
cited ones since the differential (common) mode signal is sen-
sitive (irresponsive) to the tiny variation (εh) of the dual inputs
(hx and hy). It is observed that the curves describing different
εh in Fig. 3(a) are almost merged, while those in Fig. 3(b) are
well separated. Moreover, the intensity of left-hand excited
SWs is much weaker than that of their right-hand counter-
parts. Especially the former drops to almost one tenth of the
latter at high frequencies.

Lastly, even though the two pairs of amplifying factors [(χy,
κ) and (κ, χx)] for the outputs mx and my are different, their
ratios are both 1/|εm|. Mathematically, we can substitute Eqs.
(8) and Eq. (9) into Eqs. (7), and obtain a more generalized

expression for mmx

my

 = −
ωmhy (εhεm − 1)

α
(
ωx + ωy

)  1
1/εm

 . (11)

It suggests a compensation frequency (ωc) when εhεm = 1.
Equation (9) indicates = (εm) > 0, therefore only the the
left-hand microwaves with = (εh) < 0 support ωc, at (be-
low and above) which the microwaves with any intensities
are unable (able) to excite any SWs, as illustrated by Figs.
3(c), 3(d) and 3(e). The equality of the ratios is also the pre-
requisite for treating SWs as scalar variables in previous re-
searches [72–74]. This finding broadens the selection rule for
photon-magnon conversion, which is instructive to the chiral
magneto-optic and -acoustic effects [30, 75]. However, ωc

cannot exist for arbitrary εh because |εm| given by Eq. (9) can
only take values from 0.91 to 2.14 for the present model pa-
rameters. Consequently, ωc can only emerge with εh in the
range from 0.47 to 1.09. Analytical and numerical results in-
deed confirm this point that the curve for |εh| = 1.1 (the green
one) in Fig. 3(b) cannot intersect with x axis.

III. STRATEGY FOR NONRECIPROCAL SPIN WAVES

The above discussions indicate that using the left-hand ex-
citation is essential to generate the non-reciprocal SWs due
to its high sensitivity of the spectra to εh. We only need to
slightly alter the ellipticity (ε+

h and ε−h ) of microwave fields
for exciting the forward and backward propagating SWs with
quite different spectra (superscripts “+” and “−” are used to la-
bel the forward and backward parameters, respectively, same
hereinafter). In comparison, the right-hand exciting cases re-
quire the ε+

h and ε−h to be dramatically varied for substantially
different spectra. Hence, the left-handed excitation brings
remarkable convenience for designing the method on nonre-
ciprocity. One critical technique is to differentiate ε+

h and ε−h .
In the multi-layer structure, the dynamic mutual dipolar ef-
fect between layers has been demonstrated to be directionally
dependent [76]. So, one natural issue arises if we can intro-
duce the mutual dipolar field combined with hrf to differen-
tiate ε+

h and ε−h . Here, we investigate the method by apply-
ing microwave field unevenly across the film thickness. This
idea is in contrast to preceding works, where additional micro-
magnets outside YIG films are indispensable to serve as the
spin wave source and the effective exciting polarizations are
simply circular with directionally opposite chirality, resulting
in the nonreciprocity [50, 51, 62, 63, 70]. For simplification,
hrf is uniformly applied only on the top part of the film with
thickness d1 and width w, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The SW
characteristics dependence on the excitation is investigated by
varying d1. The spin wave information in the exciting area
along thickness is extracted by calculating |m| at every mesh
grid, averaged in the exciting area with width w and normal-
ized by the maximal value. We estimate the different dynamic
magnetizations (m1 = mx,1x + my,1y and m2 = mx,2x + my,2y)
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along d1 and d2 = d − d1 that introduces the mutual demag-
netizing field, whose simulated SW amplitudes are shown in
Fig. 4(b). Even though the minor inhomogeneity appears at
the interface, they are approximated to be transversely uni-
form in the following analysis. The part in dashed red box
taking bilayer structure is regarded as the SW source. In this
case, the dipolar fields are composed of two components: the
self demagnetizing field hd,p = −nx,pmx,px − ny,pmy,py where
nx(y),p is given by Eq. (3) with nx(y) → nx(y),p and d → dp,
and the mutual demagnetizing field hd,pq = hd,x,pqx + hd,y,pqy
[(p, q) = (1,2) or (2,1)]. Here hd,x(y),pq satisfy the following
identity (see Appendix 2 for detailed derivation)hd,x,pq

hd,y,pq

 = −npq

[
1 jsgn(kx)(q − p)

jsgn(kx)(q − p) −1

] mx,p

my,p

 ,
(12)

with

npq =

(
1 − e−|kx |dp

) (
1 − e−|kx |dq

)
2|kx|dq

. (13)

The hd,pq (hd,p) is directionally dependent (independent) ac-
cording to Eqs. (12) [Eq. (3)]. Hence, hd,pq rather than hd,p

contributes to the non-reciprocity. In addition, h+
d,21 (h−d,21)

and h+
d,12 (h−d,12) are contrarily circular polarized with differ-

ent intensities, as sketched in the inset of Fig. 4(a) [as proved
by Eqs. (43) in Appendix 2]. The net effective mutual field
hd,mut on the entire film is therefore given by

hd,mut =
hd,12d2 + hd,21d1

d
= −nmut

{[
(mx,1 + mx,2) + jsgn(kx)(my,1 − my,2)

]
x +

[
jsgn(kx)(mx,1 − mx,2) − (my,1 + my,2)

]
y
}
. (14)

with

nmut =

(
1 − e−|kx |d1

) (
1 − e−|kx |d2

)
2|kx|d

. (15)

(a)

d1

y
xz

d d2
(b) w

FIG. 4: (a) The schematic for the non-reciprocal SW excitation using
left-hand chiral microwave field applied on the top part of the film in
the patched blue area. Inset shows the precession cones of the mu-
tual dipolar fields induced by the forward and backward propagating
SWs in each layer, with the amplitude indicated by the radius. (b)
Simulated SW amplitudes in red box for d1 = 10 nm at 4.6 GHz.

Following conclusions can thus be drawn. Firstly, the non-
reciprocity disappear if d1 = 0 or d2 = 0, which causes
nmut = 0 and hd,mut = 0. It was confirmed that the SWs prop-
agating along opposite directions share the same amplitude

with the uniform excitation across the thickness, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Secondly, since hd,mut is determined by m1 and
m2, its role is to tune the two gains in the differential ampli-
fier [insets of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], equivalent to varying εh

of the input microwave hrf . As the variation of εh is direc-
tional with hd,mut, the intensity spectra are well separated for
the forward and backward SWs, as plotted in Fig. 5 (a). Even
though hd,mut is frequency dependent, simulation results can
still be well fitted using Eqs. (7) and hx = ε+(−)

h (d1)hy with ωc

satisfying ε+(−)
h (d1)εm = 1, where ε+(−)

h (d1) is the effective el-
lipticity to be determined. The fitted |ε+(−)

h (d1)| is plotted in the
inset of Fig. 5(a) , where the goodness of all fittings is greater
than 91%. Representatively, we obtain |ε+

h (10 nm)| = 1.05
and |ε−h (10 nm)| = 0.93, corresponding to ωc/2π = 5.1 and
6.7 GHz, with the dynamic magnetization presented in up-
per and lower panels of Fig. 5(b), respectively. Sacrific-
ing the efficiency of excitations with the amplitude one order
lower than that in the inset of Fig. 2(b), we can obtain the-
oretically switchable non-reciprocities and one hundred per-
centage (perfect) unidirectionality. This is advantageous over
many other strategies [75]. Thirdly, the difference between ε+

h
and ε−h and the separation of the forward and backward SW
intensity spectra approaches the maximum at d1 = d2 = d/2,
meeting the maximal value condition of nmut in Eq. (15).
Notwithstanding, the value of |ε+

h (d1 = 20nm)| = 1.13 exceeds
the range from 0.47 to 1.09. It indicates that no ωc would
present in the forward SW spectra as discussed in Sec. II C .
Consequently, the perfect backward SW propagation without
any forward SW cannot be achieved.

Lastly, for completeness, we perform the simulations ap-
plying right-hand and linear microwave on the top part of the
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(a) (c)(b)

FIG. 5: (a) Spectra of the forward (green) and backward (orange) SWs amplitudes with excitation depths d1 = 20 nm. The intensities are
normalized with the maximal value. Symbols are numerical simulations and the curves are fitting results. The inset of (a) shows the fitted
ε+

h and ε−h dependence on d1. (b) Simulated mx/Ms and my/Ms distribution at two compensation frequencies, ω/2π = 5.1 and 6.7 GHz,
respectively. (c) Simulated forward (green symbols) and backward (orange symbols) SW spectra under the right-hand (diamonds) and linear
(circles) excitations unevenly applied across the film thickness (d1 = 10 nm).

films with d1 = 10 nm. The forward and backward SW spec-
tra are presented in Fig. 5(c). Following features are observed.
(i) Both spectra are not well separated, indicating that hrf can
induce non-reciprocity, but the effect is not significant. It can
be understood in this configuration since ferromagnetic films
are much thinner than the spin wavelengths [62, 63]. (ii) The
forward SWs are always stronger than the backward ones in
the whole frequency band, implying that DE mechanism in-
duced nonreciprocity cannot be switched by tuning frequen-
cies since it is merely dependent on the surface normal and
static magnetization directions [18, 19]. In conclusion, the
switchable and perfect non-reciprocities do not appear in the
spectra of right-hand and linear excitation, reconfirming that
they are the unique features of the left-hand excited SWs.

y
xz

d

FIG. 6: Simulated |m−|/|m+| dependence on the decay length of the
exponential profiled left-handed excitations at 4.6 GHz. The line
connecting the symbols guide the trend. The inset schematically
shows the simulated structure with d = 40 nm. The microwave field
is applied on dashed box area with exponential intensity profile indi-
cated by the patched blue area.

Finally, we note that the key for exciting non-reciprocal
SWs is the introduction of non-zero hd,mut, induced by the

asymmetrically distributed m across thickness, which can be
simply excited by uneven profiled hrf . Such fields can be
generated by the resonant spin nano-oscillators with various
structures, like nano-disks [77] or nano-wires [78], which are
less sharp than that proposed in the above analysis. Even so,
hrf with more gradual uneven profiles can also excite non-
reciprocal SWs. To verify this point, we perform simulations
using left-handed hrf with exponential profiles and |εh| = 1,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The intensity dependence on
the thickness is described by h0(y) = h0(λ)e−y/λ, where h0(λ)
is determined by

∫ 0
−d h0(y)dy = h0d (h0 = 0.1mT) to ensure

the same power intensity. The ratio |m−|/|m+| depending on
the decay length λ is plotted in Fig. 6. When λ is shorter than
d, the ratio is observed to rise dramatically with the increase
of λ due to the rapid decrease of the uneven degree of the
exciting field. It generally converges to 100% with λ → ∞,
corresponding to the case without the non-reciprocity. Fur-
thermore, the switched non-reciprocity at two compensation
frequencies contributes additional methodology for magnonic
frequency division multiplexing, broadening the strategy for
designing magnonic circuits [79].

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In summary, we investigated the propagating dipolar-
exchange SWs excited by chiral microwaves in ferromagnetic
thin films. We showed that the left-hand microwave can excite
non-reciprocal SWs in the condition of ellipticity mismatch.
When the left-hand microwave is unevenly applied across the
film thickness, we observed a SW chirality switching by tun-
ing the microwave frequency. Our findings shine a new light
on the photon-magnon conversion and pave the way toward
engineering the nano-scaled chiral microwave field for the re-
alization of the diode-like functionalities in magnonics.
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APPENDIX

We investigate the dipolar effects induced by the SWs prop-
agating in the ultra thin magnetic film. The dipolar field in the
whole space is calculated. The self and mutual demagnetizing
factors are figured out in Sec. 1 and Sec. 2, respectively. We
considered a magnetic film extended infinitely along x and z
directions, located from y = −d to 0 and labelled as Li. The
SWs takes the form mi = m0,ie j(ωt−kx x) = mx,ix + my,iy with
m0,i = mx0,ix + my0,iy. The dynamic magnetization mi and the
correspondingly induced dipolar field hd,i satisfy the magne-
tostatic equations

∇ · (hd,i + mi) = 0, (16a)
∇ × hd,i = 0. (16b)

Introducing the scale potential ψm,i, we have

hd,i = −∇ψm,i. (17)

Then Eq. (16a) becomes Poisson equation

∇2ψm,i = −ρi, (18)

where ρi is the effective magnetic-charge density, given as

ρi = −∇ ·mi. (19)

One crucial step is to find the solution of ψm,i in Eq. (18).
We note that there are two contributions to ψm,i in magnetic
materials: effective volume magnetic-charge density ρm,i and
effective surface magnetic-charge density σm,i [80].

Firstly, we calculate the contribution of ρm,i. Inside the film,
ρm,i = −∇ ·mi = jkxmx,i is induced by the x component of mi

[76]. To begin with, we consider a tiny sheet of film located
at position y = y0 with thickness dy0, whose surface magnetic
charge density is σ0,i = ρm,idy0 [see Fig. 7(a)]. The magne-
tostatic potential ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) induced by σ0,i is periodic
(evanescent) along x (y) direction, while its maximum locates
at y = y0 and satisfy Laplace equation ∇2ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) = 0
[81]. Then the solution can be expressed as

ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) = ψm0,i(σ0,i)e−|kx(y−y0)|e j(ωt−kx x). (20)

y
x

z
d

(a)

y
x

z
(b)

FIG. 7: Schematics of the effective (a) volume and (b) surface
magnetic-charges. The patched yellow parts represent the differential
elements

The next important step is to find out the value of ψm0,i. Note
that the boundary condition (continuity of By) of the tiny sheet
is given as

hy,i(σ0,i, y+
0 , r, t) − hy,i(σ0,i, y−0 , r, t) = σ0,i. (21)

Using Eq. (17), we have

hy,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) = −
∂

∂y
ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t)

=

 |kx|ψm0,ie|kx |(y−y0)e j(ωt−kx x),y ≥ y0

|kx|ψm0,ie−|kx |(y−y0)e j(ωt−kx x),y < y0

(22)

Therefore, we have

2|kx|ψm0,i(σ0,i)e j(ωt−kx x) = σ0,i. (23)

The magneto-static potential induced by the sheet at y = y0
can be expressed as

ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) =
jsgn(kx)mx0,ie j(ωt−kx x)

2
e−|kx(y−y0)|dy0. (24)

Correspondingly, the dipolar magnetic field hd,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t)
derived from ψm,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t) is given as

hd,i(σ0,i, y0, r, t)

=
jsgn(kx)mx,i

2
e−|kx(y−y0)| [−sgn(kx)x + jsgn(y − y0)y

]
dy0.

(25)
The dipolar field hd,i(ρm,i, r, t) induced by ρm,i at any position
r is given
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hd,i(ρm,i, r, t) =
1
2

∫ 0

−d
jsgn(kx)mx,ie−|kx(y−y0)| [−sgn(kx)x + jsgn(y − y0)y

]
dy0

=



mx,i

2
e−|kx |y

(
1 − e−|kx |d

) [
−x + jsgn(kx)y

]
, y ≥ 0

−
mx,i

2

[
2 − e−|kx |(y+d) − e|kx |y

]
x +

jmx,i

2
sgn(kx)

[
e|kx |y − e−|kx |(y+d)

]
y, −d ≤ y < 0

mx,i

2
e|kx |y

(
e|kx |d − 1

) [
−x − jsgn(kx)y

]
, y < −d

(26)

Next, we calculate the contribution of σm,i = mi · n, located
only at the position y = 0 and y = −d with n the unit vector
normal to the surface. They are equal to my,i = my0,ie j(ωt−kx x)

and −my,i, where the minus sign comes from the opposite di-
rections of the top and bottom surfaces.Following the steps
from Eqs. (20) to (24), we obtain the magneto-static potential
induced by σm,i

ψm,i(σm,i, 0, r, t) =
my0,i

2|kx|
e j(ωt−kx x)e−|kxy|, (27a)

ψm,i(σm,i,−d, r, t) = −
my0,i

2|kx|
e j(ωt−kx x)e−|kx(y+d)|. (27b)

The dipolar field hd,i(σm,i, r, t) induced by σm,i at any position
r is given [76]

hd,i(σm,i, r, t) = −∇
[
ψm,i(σm,i, 0, r, t) + ψm,i(σm,i,−d, r, t)

]

=



my,i

2
e−|kx |y

(
1 − e−|kx |d

) [
jsgn(kx)x + y

]
, y ≥ 0

−
jmy,i

2

[
e|kx |y − e−|kx |(y+d)

]
sgn(kx)x +

my,i

2

[
−e−|kx |(y+d) − e|kx |y

]
y, −d ≤ y < 0

my,i

2
e|kx |y

(
e|kx |d − 1

) [
− jsgn(kx)x + y

]
. y < −d

(28)

Finally, we obtain the dipolar magnetic field hd,i(r, t) = hd,i(ρm,i, r, t) + hd,i(σm,i, r, t) in the whole space

hd,i(r, t) =



1
2

e−|kx |y
(
1 − e−|kx |d

) {[
−mx,i + jsgn(kx)my,i

]
x +

[
jsgn(kx)mx,i + my,i

]
y
}
, y ≥ 0{[

e−|kx |(y+d) + e|kx |y − 2
] mx,i

2
+

jsgn(kx)
2

[
e−|kx(y+d)| − e−|kxy|

]
my,i

}
x

+

{
jsgn(kx)

2

[
e|kx |y − e−|kx |(y+d)

]
mx,i −

[
e−|kxy| + e−|kx(y+d)|

] my,i

2

}
y, −d ≤ y < 0

1
2

e|kx |y
(
e|kx |d − 1

) {[
−mx,i − jsgn(kx)my,i

]
x +

[
− jsgn(kx)mx,i + my,i

]
y
}
, y < −d.

(29)

1. Self demagnetizing factors

When calculating the demagnetizing factor of a single layer
with thickness di, we care about the region −di < y < 0. The

demagnetizing factors inside the film are defined as the ratios
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between the average dipolar field and the magnetization

−nx,imx,i =
1
d

∫ 0

−d
x · hd,i(r, t)dy, (30a)

−nyxmx,i =
1
d

∫ 0

−d
y · hd,i(r, t)dy, (30b)

−nxymx,i =
1
d

∫ 0

−d
x · hd,i(r, t)dy, (30c)

−ny,imx,i =
1
d

∫ 0

−d
y · hd,i(r, t)dy. (30d)

We obtain

nx,i = 1−ny,i = 1 −
1 − e−|kx |di

|kx|di
(31a)

nxy = nyx = 0. (31b)

The net self-induced dipolar field hd,sel f ,i = hd,sel f ,xx+hd,sel f ,yy
by the SWs can be evaluatedhd,sel f ,x

hd,sel f ,y

 = −

[
nx,i 0
0 ny,i

] mx,i

my,i

 . (32)

The ratio εhd between hd,x and hd,y is given as

εhd =
hd,x

hd,y
=

nx,imx,i

ny,imy,i
, (33)

indicating that the chirality of the self-induced dipolar field
depends on the chirality of the dynamic magnetization.

2. Mutual demagnetizing factors

y
x

z
d

m1
m2

d1

d2L2
L1

FIG. 8: Schematic of the bilayer consisted of L1 (purple) and L2

(green) with SWs m1 and m2 inside, respectively.

In this part, we consider the dipolar effects between the two
adjacent layers labelled as L1 and L2, as shown in Fig. 8.
They are located from y = −d1 to 0 and from y = −d to −d1,
respectively. For simplification, we denote d2 = d − d1. The
SWs propagating inside take the form mp = m0,pe j(ωt−kx,p x) =

mx,px+my,py with p = 1, 2. According to Eq. (29), the dipolar
field induced by m1 and acting on L2

[
−(d1 + d2) < y < −d1

]
is

given as

hd,12(r, t) =
1
2

e|kx,1 |y
(
e|kx,1 |d1 − 1

) {[
−mx,1 − jsgn(kx,1)my,1

]
x +

[
− jsgn(kx,1)mx,1 + my,1

]
y
}
. (34)

The average dipolar field acting on L2 can be evaluated by
introducing the mutual demagnetizing factors nx12, nxy12, nyx12
and ny12

−nx12mx,1 − nxy12my,1 =
1
d2

∫ −d1

−(d1+d2)
x · hd,12(r, t)dy, (35a)

−nyx12mx,1 − ny12my,1 =
1
d2

∫ −d1

−(d1+d2)
y · hd,12(r, t)dy. (35b)

We obtain

nx12 = −ny12 =

(
1 − e−|kx,1 |d1

) (
1 − e−|kx,1 |d2

)
2|kx,1|d2

, (36a)

nxy12 = nyx12 = jsgn(kx,1)nx12. (36b)

The dipolar field induced by m2 and acting on L1(−d1 < y <
0) is given as

hd,21(r, t) =
1
2

e−|kx,2 |(y+d1)
(
1 − e−|kx,2 |d2

) {[
−mx,2 + jsgn(kx,2)my,2

]
x +

[
jsgn(kx,2)mx,1 + my,2

]
y
}
. (37)

Similarly, we introduce nx21, nxy21, nyx21 and ny21

−nx21mx,1 − nxy21my,1 =
1
d1

∫ 0

−d1

x · hd,21(r, t)dy, (38a)

−nyx21mx,1 − ny21my,1 =
1
d1

∫ 0

−d1

y · hd,21(r, t)dy. (38b)

We obtain

nx21 = −ny21 =

(
1 − e−|kx,2 |d1

) (
1 − e−|kx,2 |d2

)
2|kx,2|d1

, (39a)

nxy21 = nyx21 = − jsgn(kx,2)nx21. (39b)
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Finally, the mutual net dipolar field hd,12 = hd,x,12x+hd,y,12y
and hd,21 = hd,x,21x + hd,y,21y can be evaluatedhd,x,12

hd,y,12

 = −nx12

[
1 jsgn(kx,1)

jsgn(kx,1) −1

] mx,1

my,1

 , (40)

and hd,x,21

hd,y,21

 = −nx21

[
1 − jsgn(kx,2)

− jsgn(kx,2) −1

] mx,2

my,2

 . (41)

The ratio εhd12 (εhd21) between hd,x,12 and hd,y,12 (hd,x,21 and

hd,21,y) is given as

εhd12 =
mx,1 + jsgn(kx,1)my,1

jsgn(kx,1)mx,1 − my,1
= − jsgn(kx,1), (42a)

εhd21 =
mx,2 − jsgn(kx,2)my,2

− jsgn(kx,2)mx,2 + my,2
= jsgn(kx,2). (42b)

indicating that the chirality of the mutual dipolar field depends
on the signs of the wave vectors. The net mutual demagnetiz-
ing field can be estimated as

hd,mut =
hd,12d2 + hd,21d1

d

= −

(
1 − e−|kx,2 |d1

) (
1 − e−|kx,2 |d2

)
2|kx|d

{[
(mx,1 + mx,2) + jsgn(kx)(my,1 − my,2)

]
x +

[
jsgn(kx)(mx,1 − mx,2) − (my,1 + my,2)

]
y
}
.

(43)

Here, we note that in the main text, the dynamic magnetiza-

tion m1 and m2 satisfy the boundary condition m1 = m2

∣∣∣∣∣
y=−d1

[82], which gives kx,1 = kx,2 = kx.

∗ Corresponding author: yan@uestc.edu.cn
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